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Product Overview

The Story Behind our Trees

WholeTrees®  solar carports are pre-engineered assemblies made from unmilled 
round timbers, an abundant byproduct of sustainable forestry. Our 
carport structures efficiently integrate with industry-standard PV panel and racking 
systems, providing a cost-effective way to add aesthetic value and sustainability 
to your parking area. Each carport system can be tailored to site-specific needs 
and requires minimal installation training with WholeTrees installation personnel 
available upon request. Our carports are designed for heavy wind and snow 
loads, assuring “out-of-the-box” suitability for most site conditions. WholeTrees 
products are code-compliant, classified as Heavy Timber in the IBC. A WholeTrees 
solar carport is sure to tell your sustainability story by combining clean energy and 
carbon sequestration in a beautiful and efficient structure. 
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Benefits of WholeTrees®  Timbers

• 50% stronger than comparable sections of milled 
lumber and as strong as steel in tension

• Abundant and renewable resource sourced from 
waste streams of sustainably managed forests

• Carbon-sequestering material with lower embodied 
energy than alternative structural materials 

• Naturally decay-resistant species reduce the need for 
preservative treatments

• Comparable in cost to steel alternatives

• 20-year structural warranty

• 50-year material life expectancy
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3-Car Bay, Cantilever Design
Each bay fits 6 cars in portrait.Illustrations and carbon emissions data from AnArchitecture. 

WholeTrees® Carport Specifications

Carbon Emissions by Structural Material 2-Car Bay, Post-and-Beam Design
Other modular configurations available.

2’ 0”

Timber species: Black locust or white oak, culled 
from managed forests in southwestern Wisconsin. 
FSC-certified and site-specific timbers available upon 
request. 

Timber service life: Expected 50+ years, using the 
above decay-resistant species. Individual timbers are 
also replaceable, should external damage occur. 

Connections: Steel fasteners, engineered for both 
lateral and axial loads as well as easy installation. 

Sealant: Timbers are sealed with non-toxic Heritage® 
finish or approved equivalent.

Technical standards: WholeTrees design stresses are in 
accordance with ASTM D2899 “Standard Practice for 
Establishing Allowable Stresses for Round Timber Piles.”

Timbers sequester carbon in service, and the well-
managed forests from which they are sourced increase 
their carbon uptake.
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PV Panel and Racking Systems 

WholeTrees® carports are compatible with a wide range 
of industry-standard PV installations. WholeTrees will 
collaborate with your preferred solar distributor to provide 
a structure that fits your photovoltaic system of choice. 

Footings

Base details are available for multiple footing solutions based 
on site soil conditions, installation preferences, carport 
configuration, and budget. Options include helical piers, 
concrete piers, concrete-and-substrate footings, and shallow 
foundation footings. All footings are subject to site-specific 
engineering approval before the start of production.

Equipment Integration
Installation

Product packages come with pre-drilled timber 
components including footing preparations, steel 
connections, PE-stamped shop drawings, and easy 
installation guidelines.*

Maintenance

Re-seal every 5 years to maintain lighter color. This is for 
aesthetic preference only and does not affect structural 
performance.

*Not included: Footing systems below timber base, solar panels, or 
electrical equipment and wiring.

Installation and Maintenance

A typical SUV can hit the carport at speeds under 2.5 mph with no perceptible damage to the structure or the vehicle’s 
bumper, with empirical data allowing for slightly higher speeds. A detailed impact velocity analysis is available upon request. 

Collision Information
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Next StepsNext Steps
WholeTrees® offers structural carport solutions tailored 
to your needs. A fixed product bid can be provided after  
assessment with the client in the following categories:

• Project Scope 

• Design Intent

• Solar Requirements

• Engineering Specifications

WholeTrees is the national leader in engineering of 
natural unmilled timber for commercial construction. We 
provide expert assistance in design, code compliance, 
and PE-stamped engineering documents. Contact us for 
more information.

National Experts in Unmilled Timber 
• 10 years of experience bringing pre-engineered timber 

systems to national markets

• 8-12 weeks from PO to delivery anywhere in the 
country

• A Certified B Corporation

• WBE Certification pending

Our vision is to provide beautiful, affordable, and 
durable structural systems that also restore forests. 
WholeTrees timbers are byproducts of sustainable forest 
management, which is a main pillar of our philosophy. 
Forest thinning allows the woodland as a whole to 
thrive, catalyzing growth and biodiversity. 

Under-maintained forests are not just an under-
performing asset class, they are also more susceptible 
to wildfires, disease, and clearance in favor of more 
immediately lucrative land uses. By making forest health 
more profitable, we can make healthy forests more 
abundant.

WholeTrees for Healthier Forests


